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ABSTRACT.  We construct a permutation model of set theory with urele-

ments in which C2 (the choice principle restricted to families whose elements are

unordered pairs) is false but the principle, "For every infinite cardinal m, 2m = m"

is true.   This answers in the negative a question of Tarski posed in 1924.  We

note in passing that the choice principle restricted to well-ordered families of

finite sets is also true in the model.

1. The axiom of choice (AC) implies that cardinal arithmetic is trivial for

infinite cardinals. That is:

m + n = sup(m, n)   if one of m, n is infinite

and

m • n = max(m, n)   if one of m, n is infinite and the other is different from 0.

Of course AC implies that any two cardinals are comparable so sup(m, n) =

max(m, n), but each of the laws as stated above follow respectively from the

following laws without additional appeal to AC.

(1) m + m = m for all infinite cardinals ttj.

(2) m ■ m = m for all infinite cardinals m.

In 1924 Tarski [3] gave a proof of (AC) from (2) and asked [4] if (AC) is

provable from (1). We give a negative answer to this question by exhibiting a

permutation model of ZFU (Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory modified so as to

allow urelements) in which C2 (the axiom of choice for families whose elements

are pairs) is false but (1) is true.O)
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(1) The proof of our result was completed near the end of December, 1972.  We

learned subsequently that G. Sageev (Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 20 (1973), A22) had already

shown that the answer to Tarski's question was negative even in the context of set theory

with regularity.
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A permutation model (Specker [2]) is determined by a set of points(2)

(i.e. urelements) U, a group G of permutations of U, and a conjugated filter

/ of subgroups of G.

Let U he a countable set of points.   G and / will be described in terms

of an arbitrary 1-1 correspondence between U and c«/w* where co*"* is the

set of all s G "co which are eventually zero,   i.e., (In) (V/ > «K- = 0.   For

ease of exposition, in the sequel we will not distinguish between s E c/w* and

the element in U to which it corresponds.   For s G U, let the pseudo-length

of s be defined as the least number k such that'V/ > k, s¡ = 0.   Call a per-

mutation <p of U bounded if the set of those elements moved by y is of

bounded pseudo-length i.e. for some k, </>(s) =£ s implies the pseudo-length of

s is less than k.   Let G be the group of all bounded permutations of U.   For

«Gco,sGt/let«|s (read "s after «") = (sn, sn + x, . . .) and let A" (read

"the «-block containing s") = {f G U: n I f = n | s} except that we will let

A" be the «-block containing 0, the sequence which is identically zero.   Note

the following: (1) If s has pseudo-length n, then n \ s = 0. (2) <p G G implies

that for some k, the set of those points moved by <p (this set is usually called

the support of \p but we will be using "support" in a different way) is included

in Ak.   Also note that s G U is uniquely determined (for each « G co) by

s \n and « I j.  We will call s I n the «-location of s.   For each « G co let

Gn = {<p E G: 1 and 2 and 3} where

1. ip fixes the «-block containing 0, i.e.,y4", pointwise.

2. <p fixes [A": s E U}, i.e.,« \s = n\t implies n I <p(s) = « I y(f).

3. <p preserves «-locations.i.e., s |n = </>(s) I«.

Note that G0 = {</> G G : <¿>(0) = 0}.   Also note that if / is a 1-1 par-

tial function on U into U, having an extension in G satisfying 1, 2, and 3

then / has an extension in Gn.   Let / = the filter of subgroups generated by

the Gn, « G co.

Lemma 1.1. / is a proper filter and closed under conjugation.

Proof.  / is proper since « < m implies f_lc} =£ Gm Ç Gn.  J is closed

under conjugation since if {a: <p(a) =£ a] is included in Ak (and k > n) then

Gkç«rlGtt*.
Briefly the description of M is as follows:  Let R be the function on

ordinals defined recursively by Z?(0) = U and R(a) = P(\Jß<a Rß) for a > 0.

Then V = UaeordZ?(a) is called the set universe over U.   Any permutation

ip of U extends uniquely to an automorphism (with respect to G) «p* of V.

(2) Permutation models can also be used for set theories whose axioms are those of

ZF except that the axiom of regularity is weakened or eliminated.   Specker deals with such

a theory but his development of permutation models carries over verbatim for ZFU.   We

use ZFU rather than such a theory because it seems more natural.
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We will confuse v* with <p in the future.   In the style of Levy call anxE V,

J-symmetric, if there exists HEJ such that H fixes x, i.e., t¿> G /7 => i(>(x) = x.

Then M is just the substructure of V consisting of all those sets x such that x

and every element of the transitive closure of x is /-symmetric.

Lemma 1.2. If A Ç U and A EM then M t= (A is countable) (i.e. A is M-

countable) iff Ik Eu, such that A C Ak.

Proof. If M \* (A is countable), then some Gk fixes a 1-1 correspondence

between A and co. Hence Gk fixes A pointwise and therefore A CAk.

If A CAk, then any 1-1 correspondence between A and co is fixed by Gk.

Hence A is M-countable.

Theorem 1. C2 is false in M.

Proof.  The set of all (unordered) pairs of elements of U is in M.  How-

ever for any k there is a ¡p G Gk such that y interchanges two elements of U.

Hence there is no /-symmetric choice set for this set of pairs.

It remains to show that (1) holds in the structure M. To this end consider

a set y E M and take kQ such that Gk _ x fixes y and kQ > 0. Let:

yx = {xEy: Gk(¡ fixes x},

y2 = {xEy: Gk   does not fix x and there exists an M-countable A ç U

such that VV E Gk   (0 fixes A pointwise implies <p(x) = x)},

y3 = {x Ey: for all Af-countable A Ç U, 3 ip E Gk such that <p fixes A

pointwise and (¿>(x) # jc} .

Then y is the disjoint union of yx, y2, and y3. Furthermore yx, y2, y3

G Ai since Gk   fixes each of them. (Actually Gk _x fixes y3. We will use this

fact in §3.) yx is well orderable in M since Gk   fixes each element and hence

a well ordering of yx. We will show that for z =y2ox z =y3 there is a 1-1

function F with domain 2 x z and range z such that Gk + j fixes F and hence

F EM. We will call such an F a 2TW-ing of z. This shows that every cardinal in

M is the sum of three cardinals one of which is well orderable and the other two

satisfy the equation 2m = m and hence that (1) is true in the structure M.

(Note. If y is finite, it follows that y2 andy3 must be empty and from

this it follows that any well-ordered collection of finite sets in M has a choice

function in M.)

2. y2 is 2m-able.

Definition 2.1.   An M-countable A ç U is called an n-support of x E M if

(a) VV E Gn, tp fixes A pointwise =* <p(x) = x.

(b)VsEU,Anr\A=0 orA% ÇA.

(c) A" CA.

((a) is the crucial property; (b) and (c) are added for ease of exposition.)
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Lemma 2.2.   There are two functions

fn.fi.U-A1

such that

(a) /0, /j have disjoint ranges.

(b) /n. f\ ore each fixed by Gk +x and thus f0, /, G M.

(c) /o» /i preserve k0-locations and each maps k0-blocks to k0-blocks; so

the restrictions off0, fx to an M-countable set have extensions in Gk .

Proof.  Let f0(s) = s' where s' is like s except that s'k   = 2sk . Let

/j (s) = s" where s" is hke s except that

s'   = 2sfc   +1    ifsEAk°+l,
K0 KQ

s'L   =2sv   -1     if s EAk°+1-Ak°.

It is clear that

-*n_LL
intof0,fx: U-AK»^U-AK(>.

Parts (a) and (c) are also clear. We prove that Gk +1 fixes/0. The proof that

Gk +1 fixes/, is almost identical.

Suppose i/J G Gk + j, then

(*) 0«i, f0(s))) = <0(S), 0(/o(s))>-

We now compute

[ <pis)¡    if i > k0 since 0 G GkR+, and (fc0 + l)|s = (fc0 + l)l/0(s),

[Wo(s))]i=  2J|      tf'-*ü]

Jf/<Jfc„
since <l>EGk +x

and

0(5), ifi>k0,

\f0W))h= 2[0(s)]f = 2S/ if i = fc0,

0(s)f = s,- if /' < k0.

Therefore <¿>(/0(s)) = f0(<p(s)). So rewriting (*)

«<s. /o(»») = W«), /oW«)» 6 /o-

Since G^ +1 is a group the above computation also holds for ¡p'

fixes/0.

Lemma 2.3 (Support lemma).    If A is a k0-support ofx, and </>,, <p2E

Gk   and yx \A = <p2\A, then ipx(x) = i¿>2(x).

,-i Hence <p
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This lemma follows from the facts that 02   0, G Gk   and <p2   0, fixes

A pointwise.

Suppose A is a A:0-support of x Ey2. Then f0\A, (/*, U), has an extension

in Gk . The extension is not unique but the following corollary which is a direct

consequence of the support lemma gives the desired amount of uniqueness.

Corollary 2.3. // ip and <p' both extend f0 \A, (fx \A), where A is a

kQ-support ofx and 1/5, \pEGk , then 0(x) = <p'(x).

Lemma 2.4. If A and A' are k0-supports ofx then so is AC\ A\

Proof. We need only show that if <p G Gk   and y> fixes A n A' pointwise

then <p(x) = x. We show that <¿> can be represented as a finite sequence of ele-

ments of Gk   such that each element of the sequence fixes A pointwise or

fixes A' pointwise. Essentially such a representation is possible because A and

A' consist of kQ-blocks and Gk   is M-countably transitive on the set of k0-blocks.

Choose an integer m such that m > kQ + 1 and Am has the following

properties:

1. (\/sEU-Am)(p(s) = s),
2. A UA' CAm.

m exists because $ is bounded, A and A' are supports, and for m < tí, Am ÇAn.

Let B be any w-block different from Am. (For definiteness one might take

B = A? where t is the sequence defined by tm = 1 and t, = 0 for / =£ m.)

Let T7j be the element of Gk   which interchanges each element s E Á - A with

the element r E B having the same m-location as s (i.e. s\m = r\ m). r¡x is the

identity elsewhere. Let r\2 be the element of Gk   which interchanges each ele-

ment s G Am - A' with the element rEB having the same m-location as s.

t?2 is the identity elsewhere.  Let <px be the element of Gk   which is identical

to ip except that \px acts on B instead of Am, that is <px = (7?2t?1)p(t?2tj1). Then

r¡x fixes A pointwise, t?2 fixes A' pointwise and <px fixes A U A' pointwise.

Clearly 0 = tj1tj2^1tj1t/2. Hence the proof is complete.

Ak°.
Corollary 2.5. If A and A' are kQ-supports ofxEy2 then A n A' Ç

Proof. IM DA'ÇA °, then A ° is a support of jc by Lemma 2.4 and

hence 0 G Gk   ■» 0(x) = x contradicting xEy2. The following lemma is a

direct consequence of 2.3 and 2.4.

Lemma 2.6. // A and A ' are kQ-supports of k, <p D f0 \A, <p 2 /0 U ' and

<p, (/>' G Gk   then <p(x) = <p'(x). (Similarly for fx.)

Definition 2.7.  For each x Ey2 let x0, (xx), be the unique member of
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{(¿>(x):   IA, A is a k0 -support of x, <p G Gfc   and <p DfQ \A, (p ~2fx \A)}.

Note.  x0, Xj Ey2 since Gk   fixes ^2.

Theorem 2. 77ze function F defined by F(0, x) = x0, F(l, x) = xx is a

1-1 function from 2 x y2 into y2 and is in M (fixed by Gk + x).

Proof.  F EM since the group GEM and hence the description of x0

and Xj in terms of x can be carried out in M.   This uses the fact that M is a

model of ZFU. It remains to prove that F is 1-1.  Let x, z E y2 and let A be a

fc0-support of both x and z.   (The union of a fc0-support of x with a k0-support

of z is a A:0-support of both.)  Let ip, <px E Gk   such that <p ~2f0\A and

"Pi 2/i \A.   Since <¿> and <px are automorphisms of M we have x =£ z => <¿>(x) =£

^and^ix)^,^). Hence F(0,x) #F(0, z) and F(l,x) #F(1, z). It

remains to show that F(0,x) ¥= F(l, z) i.e.x0 #z,. Well, x0 and zx Ey2,

<p(A) is a support ofx0 and <px(A) is a support ofz,. But <p(A) C\<px(A) = Ak°.

So the equality of x0 and zx contradicts Corollary 2.5.   Q.E.D.

3. y3 is 2m-able.  We will prove the following theorem:

Theorem 3. For every x Ey3 there is an infinite set DXEM such that:

(D  Dx Cy3,

(2) V<pEGko+x,Vzx,z2EDx[ip(zx) = zx iff<p(z2) = z2 and (zx+z2

*><p(zx)*z2)\,

(3) xEDx.

Before proving the theorem we show why the theorem is sufficient to ob-

tain the 2«z-ing of y3 in M.

For eachx Ey3, let

Mx = {y: V 0 G Gko+1, <p(y) = y iff 0(x) = x}

and let Vx = &(y): yEMx&<pE Gk(¡+1}.

Lemma 3.1.  {Vx: x Ey3} is a partition ofy3 each element of which is in-

variant under Gk +l.

The proof is an easy calculation. It suffices to obtain for each x, a 2«z-ing

of Vx invariant under Gk +x.

We define a transitivity class (relative to Gk +1) of Vx to be a subset z of

Vx such that for each^ Ez, z = {<p(y): <p E GkQ+l}.

Let x„ G v, and choose D^   CM     such that/>„   intersects each transitiv-
U •' 3 Xq   -        Xq Xq

ity class of V„   in one element. Any subset of Mr   is in the model M since the
J Xq J Xq

element of/ which fixes x0 also fixes each element of Mx . Hence Z>     EM.

Then {<p(Dx ): ipEGk +1} is a partition of Vx ■ Dx   is infinite by Theorem 3
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and well orderable in the model M since it is a subset of M„   which is well order-
*o

able in M.   (Any well ordering of Mx   is in the model M.) Hence there is a 2m-

ing, say F, of Dx   in the model M. Then for each $EGk +x, tp(F) is a 2m-

ing of <p(Dx ) since ¡p is an automorphism of the model M.  Hence \J{<p(F):

<pEGk + j} is a 2«2-ing of Vx , is in M, and is invariant under Gk + x.

Definition 3.2.   For any ip E G, let St(0) (read "the stand of (/?") = {aE

U:y(a)*a}.

First we note that Gk _x fixesy3. This follows directly from the follow-

ing lemma.

Lemma 3.3.   For all $ E G, z E M, if z has an n-support then ¡p(z) has an

n-support.

Proof.  Let B be an «-support of z and let

B' = BU U {A: A is an «-block and A n St(0) + 0}.

B' is Af-countable since St(0) is Af-countable.  Furthermore if 0 G Gn and leaves

B' pointwise fixed then \¡j<p = ip\¡/. So 0<¿>(x) — ip(x). B' obviously satisfies the

other requirements of an «-support of <p (x).

Let x G y3 and let k be the least number such that x has fc-support. k >

k0 since x E y3.

Lemma 3.4. Let B be a k-support ofx. If A is an M-countable subset of U,

A is the union of infinitely many k-blocks, and A is disjoint from B, then there

exists <p E Gk_x such that St(0) Ç A and ip(x) + x.

Proof.  Since B is not a (k - l)-support ofx, there exists <px EGk_x such

that ipx fixes B pointwise and yx(x) ¥= x. Let Ax = {C: C is a fc-block and <px

moves some element of C}. \JAX is M-countable and disjoint from B, so there

exists 0 G Gk such that 0 interchanges A, with the set of fc-blocks of A (or a

finite subset of the fc-blocks of A if Ax is finite) and 0 fixes B pointwise. Then

0 = 0tpj0_1 has the desired properties.

Definition 3.5.   Let ^ be a 1-1 function with domain and range included

in U. We say that <p maps «-blocks to k0-blocks uniformly if its domain is the

union of «-blocks, its range is the union of k0-blocks for any s, s' E Domain^)

(i) s \n = s' \n implies <p(s) \k0 = 0(s') \k0 and

(ii) « Is = « Is' implies k0 \<p(s) = k0 l^(s').

Note. If ip maps «-blocks to k0 -blocks uniformly and 0 EGn then 000-1

has an extension in Gk . Similarly, if 0X G Gk , then </>_10^ has an extension

in Gn.  Replacing "implies" by "iff in the definition does not change its strength.

The following lemma is a consequence of the fact that k, (k - 1)> k0.
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Lemma 3.6.   If B and C are mutually disjoint M-countable subsets of U -
k  — 1

A °    , B is the union of infinitely many k-blocks ((k - l)-blocks), Cis the union

of infinitely many k0-blocks, then there exists

<p:B-^C
onto

such that <p maps k-blocks ((k - Vyblocks) to kQ-blocks uniformly, and <p has an

extension in Gk _x.

Proof.  (We prove the lemma for k.) For each « G co, let A„ be the set

of «-locations, i.e.

A„ = {s\n: « G co} = {s: s is a sequence of length «}.

To prove the lemma it suffices to find a one-to-one function g from Ak onto

;s:  For all s, s E Ak

s\k0-l=g(s)\k0-l

Ak   with these two properties:  For all s, s' G Ak

and

(*0 - 1)|5 = (*0 - 1)|S' ■► (*0 - IMS) = (*0 - l)\g(s).

But g can be defined by

g(sQ, Sx, . . . , Sfc0_2» Sfc0-1.Sjfc-l)

=  (S0, Sx, . . . , s'fc0_2> ^*-Jfc0+l(sJt0-l' • • • ' s*-i))

where Pk_k +i is a 1-1 function from co*-*0"1'1 onto co.

In the sequel, let B be a fixed fc-support of x, let F be a (k + l)-block

disjoint from B and let // = {u? G Gk: y is the identity on B}.

Definition 3.7.   Let

8x:FUAk° + 1±±Ak°+1
1 onto

such that

(i) 5, has an extension in GkQ-i,

(ii) 8X maps F 1-1 and onto,4fco+1 -Ak°,

(iii) 8X IF maps A:-blocks to k0-blocks uniformly.

Let 82 be a 1-1 function from U-(FU Ak°+1)onto U-Ak°+1 such that

(iv) 52 ISt(52) has an extension in Gk,

(v) St(52) is the union of fc-blocks and is disjoint from B.

Let A = 6, U 52. The existence of 8X follows from Lemma 3.6. To get 52, we

note that F n B = 0 and Ak CB, therefore Ak -Ak°+1 CU-(FUAk°+1)

( = domain S2). So S2 can be (and in fact must be) chosen to be the identity

on Ak - A °    .It then remains to define S2 on U - (F U ,4*), but this set
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and U- A   are both unions of fc-blocks and have M countable complements so

the existence of S2 is clear.  A is not uniquely determined by the definition but

we assume it is fixed in the sequel.
k   +1 fc   + 1

Definition 3.8.   Let ox be a 1-1 function from F U A °     onto A °

such that

(i) ox has an extension in Gk _x,
k  +1

(ii) ox\A °     has an extension in Gk ,

(iii) ox\F maps (k - l)-blocks to k0-blocks uniformly.

Let o = a, Uffj. Again the existence of ox follows from Lemma 3.6 mainly.

o is not uniquely determined by the definition but we assume it is fixed in the

sequel.

The main difference between o and A can be seen by considering the set

E = {Aks° : Ak° C Ak°+' & s ± 0}. Under A each element of E is the image

of some fc-block which is a subset of F.  On the other hand under o some ele-

ments of E are images of (k - l)-blocks (which are subsets of F) while the re-

maining elements of E are images of elements of E.

Note that o, AEGk _,. Let

D = {A(x), oA(x),..., a(n)A(x),. . .}n6w.

ThenZ>Ç^3.

k  +1
Lemma 3.9. For all ipEG, if St(ip) is disjoint from A °     then $A(x)

±o{n)A(x)foralln> 1.

Proof.   Lemma 3.4 and Definition 3.7 (iv) and (v) assure the existence of

0GCfc_, suchthatSt(0)CA-1(iOand0(x)^x. Leti2 = (o(")A)0(a(">A)-1.

Then Slo(n)A(x) ¥= o(n)A(x). On the other hand, St(í2) CAk°+1 and 3.7 (iv) and

(v) together with 3.8 (ii) and (iii) assure that SlEGk . This fact together with 3.7

(ii) and (iii) assures that A~! SI A E H.  Hence A~ltp~x Sl<pA E H, i.e. Sl<pA(x) =

$A(x). Thus SI distinguishes 0A(x) from o*"*A(;c).

Corollary 3.10. Ifn + m, a(n)A(x) * o(-m)A(x). Thus D is infinite.

Corollary3.11. If Gk +xand n<m then <po(n)A(x) ï o(m)A(x).

Proof.  St(a(_"Va(n)) is disjoint from Ak°+X.

Lemma 3.12. LetyEGk +x,nEoj.  Then <p(x) = x iff 0(o(n)A(;t)) =

o(n)A(x).

Proof.  It follows mainly from Definition 3.7 (iv) and (v) that there is

0 G H such that St(p) is disjoint from St(0_1ff(n)A0).   Furthermore

0-l o"A\¡j(x) = 0- * o" A(x) since 0 G H. Also (o"A)~ 1^-1onAEH because of
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Definition 3.7 (iv) and (v). Thus 0--1o(n)A0-(x) = a(n)A(x), and <p commutes

with 0-1o^A0. This is sufficient to give the desired result.

Proof of Theorem 3.   It follows from 3.9 thru 3.12 that D has all of

the properties desired of Dx except, perhaps, the property of containing x as a

member. If there is a <p G Gk +x such that ip(x) E D, let Dx = ^>~1(D). Other-

wise let Dx = D U {x}. In either case the crucial properties of D carry over to

»x-
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